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. By William E. Stoney, Jr.

SUMMARY

Pressure distributions were measured in a flight test

1.9

of a fin-
stabilized parabolic body of revolution having a sharply convergent
afterbody. The fineness ratio of the body was 8.91, the maximum diame-
ter was located at the 80-percent station, and the base area was
19.1 percent of the body frontal area. Pressure distribution~ were
obtained continuously for Mach numbers fmm 0.6 to 1.9.

Pressures were measured at eight longitudinal stations over the
body with and without a simulated wind-tunnel sting extending from the
base of the model. The results were compared with theoretical pressures __
as determined by linear and exact methods. Total drag was obtained and
compared with an estimated summation of the component drags. A physical
picture of the flow phenomena during the passage of the model through
subsonic, transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers, as deduced from the
pressure measurements, is presented.

Within the limits of the test the following observations were
noted: The occurrence of a shock on the afterbody, together with pos-
sible fin interference, caused rather large differences over the boat-
tail between the experimental pressure coefficients and those calcu-
lated by both the method of characteristics and linearized theory. The
total pressure drag calculated by the method of characteristics, how-
ever, agreed well with that obtained experimentally. Linearized theory
gave poor agreement with the experimental pressure drag at a Mach num-
ber of 1.4. The effect of the sting was not significant except on the
base of the body. The pressure midway between the fins was only
slightly greater than the pressures adjacent to the fins.
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INTRODUCTION

As the operating speeds of aircraft become higher; the size of
the wings relative to the body become smaller, and thus the drag of the
body becomes a major part of the total drag. At supers~nic speeds, the
pressure drag may be an appreciable part of the body drag and theoretical
estimates of this drag are of great practicai interest.

In flight tests conducted by the National Advisory Committee for .
Aeronautics on bodies of revolution differing in finene~s ratio and
position of maximum diameter, it was noted that linearized theory was
significantly in error for bodies with sharply converging afterbodies.
A preliminary test on a body identical to that of the present investiga-
tion (reference 1) indicated that the discrepancy was due mainly to the
lack of agreement between the calculated and exper~ental Tressures on ._
the boattail. The present test was initiated to investigate this
indication more fully and also to attempt to gain a general under-
standing of the phenomena involved in the passage of a body of revolu-
tion through the transonic flight range. As a supplemefltto similar
wind-tunnel investigations,pressure distributionswere obtained during
flight with and without a simulated wind-tunnel sting attached to the
base of the body.

,.. ..—

The test was performed on a rocket-propelledbodyat the Pilotless
Aircraft Research Station at Wallops Island, Virginia. Pressures were
measured along the longitudinal axis of the b@y on th~.pase qnd c@-
cumferentially at one statio; between the stabilizing fins. Total
pressure and static pressure were measured on a pitot-s.tatictube which
extended 2 body diameters from the nose of the model.

The Mach number range of 0.6 to 1.9 corresponds to=a Reynolds

number range of 15 x 106 to 70 X 106 based on body length.
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free-stream dynamic pressure (o.&’PO)
Mach number

Reynolds number based on body length of 5.56 feet

maximum radius of body, 0.312 foot

total body length, 5.56 feet

body radius at

distance along
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station x

body measured from nose

MODEL AND TEST

The general arrangement and principal dimensions of the test con-
figuration are shown in figure 1 and photographs of the model appear as
figure 2. The profile of the body described parabolic arcs, the equa-

J tions of which are as follows:

r
-1-

Tm -
lb.063~~ - 0.8)2

where Rm is the maximum radius and L is the total length.

The model had a fineness ratio of 8.91 with the maximum diameter
located at the 80-percent station and had a frontal area (fim2) of
0.307 square foot and a base area of 0.0fi6 square foot. The body was
constructed of wood and finished with clear lacquer ta form a smooth
and fair surface. The three duralumin stabilizing fins had a total

x exposed area of 1.69 square feet. The fins had hexagonal sections of
0.0278 thickness ratio in the free-streti”direction.
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A fin-stabilized 6-inch ABL rocket was used for propulsion and
was attached to the model by the sting shown in figureul. With-the
exception of tke 0.25-inch collar which fitted up againit the base,
the sting closely simulated stings used in the wind-tugnel tests of
reference 2. The test sting had an L/D of.7.9 and a-ratio of sting”
diameter to base diameter of 0.61.

--

The model was launched at an angle of 70° to the horizontal. Test
data were obtained and reduced by the methods described in reference 3.
Drag coefficients have been based on body frontal area (0.307 sq ft).

The pressures were measured at eleven 0.0625-inch-dismeter
orifices located as shown in figure 1. The-static pressure was measuf~d
from the manifold of four O.O&inch-diameter holes equally spaced about
the pitot-static tube and located 8 tube diameters from the fore end
of the sting. The total pressure orifice was 0.060 i~ch In diameter
and was located in the hemispherical nose of the boom. The total pres-
sure and static pressures were measured with absolute cells while the
remaining pressures were measured by”differential cells connected
between the orifice and the static pressure from the pitot-static boom.

The model was equipped with a six-channel telemeter, four channels
of which were electrically switched to record three quantities each.
Fourteen quantities were recorded in all; static pressure and longi-
tudinal acceleration were transmitted continuously and the remaining
pressures were each transmitted for one third of the total time.

Pressures were measured during three different flight conditions.
During powered flight, the model was att+ch~d to the b-oosterby the
simulated wind-tunnel sting shown in figure 1 and was :accelerated
toM= 1.91. This flight phase is identified in the~present paper by
the label “sting-on-flight.” After separation of the model and booster
the model decelerated from M = 1.91 to approximate=– ~11= 0.2 at -
which point it was at the zenith of its trajectory. During the final
portion of the flight the model slowly accelerated to’”M = 0.8. These
latter flight stages are referred to in the paper as “sting-off-flight”
and “sting-off-acceleratingflight,” respectively.
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Figure3 is a plot of Reynolds number based
Mach number for the three flight conditions._

on bo4 length against
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DISCUSSION OF ACCURACY

The following table presents the range of errors.which may be
d

present in the pressure coefficients at the various Mach numbers and
stations. The length, dismeter, and arrangements of the connections

—
---
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in the Dressure recording systemwere chosen so that tie kg betieen Orffice ~d inat~en% WM
entirel~ negligible. Vake~ for tie probable errors in CD- and 1! are also shown.

M AM

U_
o.6to. oo5 *0.Ol!

1.2 *.005 *.OIC

1.8 *.005 *.oo:

Mp

(Possible

systematic

error for

all stations:

0.025

.025

.015

Probable telemeter and data tiduction error in

pressure coefficients Mcp at x/L of

0.175 0.4!330.625 0.800 0.850 0.910 0.9% 0.975 Base

0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.018 0.026 0.026 0.026 0.013

.002 .002 .002 .(X)2 .003 .004 .004 .004 .002

.001 .001 .001 .001 .ml .002 .002 .002 .001

I The possible systematic error Is due to uncertainty of the boom static pressure, the record
of which was souwhat different from the radiosonde measurements. The values of q in the

1!
pressure coefficients were computed fmm the radlosonde measurements since .expnien;e has

indicated this method to be extremely accurate. As noted in the previous section, the body

pressures were measuredly differential cells attached to the static pressure from the pitot-

static boom, and these measurements of M were used In the pressure coefficients, as presented,

since the coefficients at tie gl-percent station, thus obtained, agree exactly with those

obtained with an absolute cell at the same station on the identical model of ??eference 1. This
is equivalent to the assumption that the static pressure in the boom was true static pressure

but that the gage was in error, a reasonable assumption in view Of successful experience with

pitot-static booms of stiilar construction. However, the possibility exists that the pres.su?.w

in the boom was as indicated by the telemeter record, in which case each value of AP would

require correction and the systematic eror in the presented data would be as shown In the table

(these positive values to be added to the present data). It should be noted that the systematic

errors listed in the table in no way affect the distribution of the pressure coefficients and

only slightly &ect their variation with Mach number.
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The probable errors for CD shown in the table refer.to the drag
curve obtained for the identical configuration (less pitot-static tube)
in three previous tests (reference 1). This curve is used since the ‘“ ‘–*
drag indicated by the longitudinal accelerometer in the test model was
about 20 percent higher than that of the three previous models, and it
is felt that the average curve for three previous models represents the
drag of the configuration in the smooth condition. This conclusion is
supported by the result that the”average supersonic frtition drag
obtained by subtra-ctingthe component drags from the av&age total &ag
(reference 1) is approximately that estimated.by the me%hodof reference k
for turbulent boundary layer. The accelerometer may have measured the
drag of the configurationwith a ro~ened suirfacesince there is the
possibility that the model was subjected to stagnation-temperatures ““”‘“ -
high enough to cause the clear lacquer finish to deterfirate. Since
the finish could not possibly have been dsmag&d before the model reached
nearly its maximum Mach nmaber of 1.9 and since the pressures measured
before and after the peak velocity agreed remarlniblywell, both in
level and in variation with Mach nuniber,it is apparent that, even
though the finish may have been roughened by blistering, the pressures
were essentially unaffected. ,,

RESllIllX3AND DISCUSSION

Basic Data and Effect of Sting c-

Figure 1 presents the pressure coefficients plotted against Mach P

number for the eight stations and the base measured on the test body
and for the two stations measured on the ideriticalconfiguration of
reference 1. The data sre presented for the three flight conditions
described in the section models and Tests.”

A comparison of the data obtained before and after separation of
the model and booster shows that with the exception of the pressures
at the base and at the 85- and 97.5-p’ercentstations, the sting had
little effect on the measured pressures at supersonic Mach nuxibers.

At subsonic velocities, the sting, as might be expected, raised

(the pressure at the most rearward orifices ~ = 0.91, –0.95,0.973)
while, with the exception of the 8~-percent’stationwhere the stin’g-on
pressure was slightly lower, it had little or no effect on those for-
ward . At supersonic Mach numbers the effect of the sting was apparently
very small at all body stations. This bears out the results of refer-
ence 2. Over the Mach number range during which the pressures changed

.9

rapidly from subsonic to supersonic values, the difference between the
sting-on and sting-off data was quite large:at-the 97.5-~ercent station. ., -——
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This orifice was located where the flow phenomena involved the forma-
tion (in accelerating flight) and the dissolution (in decelerating

●

flight) of shock waves. Thus, it is possible that the pressure differ-
ences noted were the result of a difference between these two phenomena.
Part of the difference may also be due to the fact that the fairing of
the “sting-on” curve with respect to Mach rnnnbervariation is less
accurate than that of the “sting-off” curve due to the large difference
between the two flight segments in the number of readings per Mach
number. .

The reason for the fairly large difference between the sting-on
and sting-off pressures at the 8s-percent station is not understood.

The sting raised the pressures on the base over the entire Mach
number range. It would appear from these results that the base pres-
sure is critically dependent on the absence or presence of a sting
(of therelative size tested) evenat supersonic Mach numbers.

Variation of Pressure Coefficient with Mach Number

Experimental vsriations.- Figure 5 presents,the pressure coeffi-
cients for sting-off flight against Mach number. The critical pressure

i
coefficient (the pressure coefficient at which the local Mach number is
equal to 1) is also shown.

It is apparent that the appearance of a local Mach number of 1 at&
each orifice (shown by Cp critical) had no effect on the pressures
there, the transition from the subsonic to the supersonic type of
pressure-coefficient variation occurring at some orifices before and
at other orifices after a local Mach number of 1 was reached. The
nature of the transition phenomena is not clearly understood; however}
a comparison of the test pressure coefficients with those of refer-
ences 5 and 6 points to several qualitative trends which appear to be
of general applicability. The following remarks, while illustratedby
the pressures on the test model, apply also to the data of references ~
and 6.

The manner in which the transition occurred depended on whether
the location of the orifice was behind or ahead of the body position
at which a local Mach number of 1 was first attained. On the test
model, a local Mach number of 1 was first reached at or near the
85-percent station. The transition of the pressures ahead of this
critical station was generally accompanied by a rise in the level of
the pressure coefficients while the transition at the orifices to thed
rear of the critical station was characterized by a decrease in the
pressures. The transition at these rear orifices was further differ-

. entiated from that at the forward orifices by its greater magnitude
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and sharpness and by the presence of a small_positive~esk which
occurred before the sudden decrease. As the transitioii-ofall the nmst

(
rearward orifices ~ = 0.95, 0.975, 0.996) began at

L
approximately.the

same free-stream Mach number (and totally different local Mach numbers),
it would appear that the transition at theseorificesfias causedby the
transition of the pressure at some point closer to the critical
position.

Comparison of experimental and theoretical variations.- The varia-
tions of the sting-off flight pressure coefficientswith Mach numiber
are compared with theoretical variations in figure 6. _ .

The supersonic theoretical variations were calculatedly modifying
the experimental pressure coefficient at M = 1.4 as follows:

From Laitone (reference 7)

()log ~ ;
CPM = Cp

1-410&@
(u

and empirically (based on present data)

I

‘(2)

To the approximations of reference 7 the pressure coefficient is
constant above M = 1.4. For the present comparison, however, the “-
variation of equation (1) for Mach numbers below 1.4 Was extended to
the higher Mach numbers since it was apparent that better agreement was
obtained in this manner. Where the absolute value ofithe pressure
coefficient is fairly small both methods agree reasonably well with the
experimental pressure coefficients. Where the pressure coefficients
are large, as at the orifices on the boattail, the empirical curve of
equation (2) gives the better approximation; At the 97.5 station the
pressure coefficient variation between M = 1 and 1.4 was causedby
the passage of a shock band over the orifice (this will be discussed
in a following section) and thus neither th&retical method can be
expected to agree with the measurements in this range. A COI1l’JMWiSOnOf
the two methods with the data of reference 5 leads to the same conclu-
sion with regard to the applicability of the methods. Thus, while
equation (2) is entirely empirical, it appears from the limited com-
parison made that it provides a good approximation in the range shown
(M = .1.1to 1.9).
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The subsonic theoretical.variations were calculated by the method

of Lees (referepce 8) by using the incompressible solution of refer-
s ence 9 as a base. The levelof the theoretical values is mainly

dependent on the theoretical values of the incompressible pressure
coefficients used (reference 9). As can be seen from the figure, the
variations of the theoretical and experimental pressure coefficients
with Mach number are similar and it thus appears likely that better
agreement than shown in figure 6 would be obtained if low Mach number
experimental pressure coefficients were used in Lees’s variation equa-
tions. Though Leesfs method was derived only for the pressure at the
maximum diameter of ellipsoids, wind-tunnel tests (reference 10) have
shown it to predict closely the variations of the pressures over bodies
of varytig shapes. The present results further substantiate the general
applicability of Leests method.

Pressure Distributions

Experimental longitudinal pressure distributions.- The plots in
figure 7 present the pressure distributions along the body at.varying
free-stresm Mach numbers. The results are presented in three Mach
n~ber grOUPS: (a) subsonic, (b) supersonic, and (c) transonic Mach
numbers.

~
The symbols represent the eight pressures measured in the present

test and the pressure measured at the 99.6-percent station on the
identical body of reference 1. Base-pressure coefficients are shown

* by solid S@.)OIS. Theoretical points calculated for the nose without
the pitot-static tube by the methods of references 8, 9, and 11 are
also included.

From a comparison of the figures it can be seen that, as the Mach
number increased from subsonic to transonic values, the low-peak suc-
tions occurring a little behind the maximum diameter increased in value.
Between Mach numbers of 0.925 and 0.975 the increase in peak suctions
was accompanied by a rearward movement of the pesk value. This cor-
responds to the beginning of the drag rise. Above a Mach number of 0.975
the peak suction decreased while continuing to nmve rearward.

At subsonic and supersonic speeds the pressures over the nose
varied little with Mach number. The rapid increase of pressure at the
80-percent station during the transonic range indicates the decreasing
influence of the afterbody shape on the pressures forward.

The relationship between the base-pressure and the side-pressure
A coefficients at the 99.6-percent station indicates that the variation

of the base-pressure coefficients with Mach number are in general
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dependent on the variation of the pressummcoefficients at the
99.6-percent station. This result was also noted in reference 12. -. “

*“

Experimental circumferentialpressure distributions.-The circum-
ferential distribution of the pressures between the fins is shown in
figure 8. As the figure shows, the press~es were slightly hi@er mid-
way between the fins thm at their base. Similarly small circuiiferen-‘“ - -
tial variations were obtained in the tests of reference 13. The cir-
cumferential variation in pressure noted was not great enough to affect
materially the calculation of pressure drag obtainedby using only tlie
pressures on the center line between the fins.

.

Comparison of experimen~l and theoretical longitudinal pressure
distributions.-Figure 9(a) presents a comparison of the experimental
pressure distribution at M = 1.4 with theoretical.distributions cal-
culated by (1) the method of characteristics (reference 14) coupled
with the conical values for the forepart of the tiose=(reference11),
(2) the linearized method of Von K&mt! and Moore (reference 15), and -
(3) for the nose section only, the slender-body theory of Lighthill
(reference 16).

The difference between the theoretical and experimental pressu~s
over the nose is somewhat larger than that obtainedover other fore-
bodes of similar fineness ratio (n x 7, references 17 and 18). This
consideration, together with the fact that the experimental &Lstribu- G“

tion gives negative pressure drag over the nose at supersonic speeds .

indicates that the level of the forebody pressures, as measured, may ‘“
be too low. Reference 19 showed that the method of ..characteristics

*.

gives accuracies of 2 percent in velocity even with relatively coarse
meshes and that as the lattice size is decreased, the solution –

.

approaches the correct solution from one direction only. mills, it
appears that the bumps in the present calculations &e the result of
changing lattice size (indicatedby the sp’acingof ?ihesymbols) and
that the increasing difference between the experimental and theoretical
values over the nose may be due, in part, to increasing the lattice
size over the rear part of the forebody.

Over the nose all three theoretical calculationswere in good
agreement. Lighthill’s method gives a closed solution for bodies with

_r

analytic meridians and thus is by far the easiest of the three to
apply. It appears for bodies near the fineness ratio of the test
forebody (n % 7) that this method is the most practical. A similar
conclusion was reached in reference 18.

Over the boattail the differences between the experiment and the
theoretical calculationswere the result of complex flow phenomena

x

which are beyond the scope of the theories used. In addition, the
linear assumptions of the Von K&rm&n-Moore method c~not be expected ‘- . –
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to hold over the extreme curvature of the test boattail. The differ-
ence between the experimental and method-of-characteristicspressure.
coefficients over the rear section of the afterbody may have been due
to the presence of a shock wave on this area (this will be discussed
in the following section) which caused the high recompression not
predicted by the theory. In the region shead of the possible shock

(
0.8 <~ )< 0.95 the difference may have been due to fin interference.

Wind-tunnel tests of a parabolic body with and without four sweptback
fins (reference 13) indicate (with consideration that the fins of the
present paper differ in nmber, thickness, and profile from those of
the reference paper) that the influence of the fins on the boattail
pressures can be of the magnitude of the differences previously noted.

Figure 9(b) compares the experimental pressure distribution at
M = 1.8 with the distribution calculated by the method of character-
istics. The agreement between the theory and the experimental values
on the nose was appreciably better at this Mach number. The differ-
ences between the theory smd the experiment over the afterbody are
probably due mainly to fin interference, since the shock wave which
caused the high pressure recovery at M = 1.1 has probably moved off
the bodyby M = 1.8. At both M = 1.1 and 1.8 the method of charac-
teristics closely predicted the position of the mintium pressirre.

s Figure 9(c) compares the experimental pressure distribution at
M = 0.7 with a theoretical distribution for the same Mach number. The
theoretical distribution consists of the incompressible solution of4
reference 9 corrected for the effects of compressibilityby the method
of reference 8. The good agreement of the experimental results with
the theory over the afterbody indicates that there was no appreciable
separation.

Velocity Distribution and Discussion of Flow Phenomena

The flow description presented in the following paragraphs is
assumed to apply ta the %ody without fins. The effect of the fins on
the pressure distributions from which this description is deduced is
not known. However, since the fins were thin (2.78 percent) it iS
assumed that their effect was small and, thus, that the general flow
description applies to bodies without fins. This conclusion is further
justifiedby the similar flow phenomena noted in reference 5 on a body
with fins located on altrailing boom.

The flow picture is most graphically shown in figure 10, where the
c’hangesin the local Mach numbers with free-stream Mach numbers (Mf)
are presented. The local Mach numbers were calculated from the pres-
sure coefficients and the free-stream Mach numbers. Since the effect
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of the entropy gain through the bow shock wave is reasonably small at
the Mach numbers considered, this factor was neglected~in the
calculations.

As can be seen from the velocity distributions the flow reached a
local Mach number of 1.0 at a free-stre~ Mach n@~~.Qf. approxi-
mately 0.87 at the 85-percent body station. As the free-stresm Mach
number increased, the region of local supersonic flow on the body
expanded both forward and rearward from the 85-percent station. The ‘“ ““”

similarity of the velocity profiles up to Mf = 0.92 indicates that
the flow was without disturbances until this speed. At Mf = 0.94 the
break in the velocity profile and the hi@ velocity @Rdients before the
break indicate the formation of a normal shock between”the 91- and ““

.—

95-percent stations. It can be seen from figum5 that t~e p~ssyxe
coefficients at the three rearward orifices started to decrease at
about this Mach number (Mf ss0.95) while the coefficients at the
91-percent station (located ahead of the possible shoc~wave) showed ..
no effect of the changes occurring at the downstream orifices at
Mf = 0.95. With increasing Mf the peak velocity moved rearward, the”- “
velocity gradient became slightly less, and the break in the velocity
profile disappeared. Thus, it appears that the shock became oblique
and moved rearward with increasing Mf. Because Of the $nter.actionof..
the shock and the boundary layer, the pressures at t4e_body surface
were felt as a finite band of compression waves. The steadily
decreasing pressure rise between the 95- and -97.5-percGntstations (see
fig. 5) and the steadily increasing pressure .ri.sebetieen the 97.5- and
99.5-Percent stations indicate the movement of this compressionband
from a position entirely between the 95- and 97.5-Percent s~tions
(at Mf~ 1.00) to a position between the 97:.5-and 99.6-percent st%-
tions at an Mf of about 1.4. It would seefireasonable to as6~e that;
with further increases in free-stream Mach number, the shock and com-
pression band moved off and downstream of the afterbody. Such a move-
ment is indicated by the sudden decrease in pressure coefficients at
the 99.6-percent station at M = 1.43. Howeier,”the ~ressure coeffi-
cients at this orif’icewere obtained on the model of reference 1 which
contained a sustainer rocket, afterburning of which may have influenced
the pressures during this Mach number range and thus may have caused
the pressure coefficients at the 99.6-percent station to be unreliable ‘“
above M = 1.43.

It can be seen from”the velocity distributions that the forward
spread of the supersonic flow field was not.accornpaniedby any dis-
turbances. This difference in the transition at the forward and
tailing edges of the supersonic “bubble” may account for the differences
in the character of the transitions of the p,ressme””ioeffic~ents-~tthe
stations befoz% and after thk 85-percent,stgdiop,~howq+3nfl~re 5“. ----._

. .—_
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It appears from the present analysis and from the data of refer-
. ences 5 an-d20 that the formation of a shock at the rear edge of the

supersonic bubble is a general occurrence on bodies of revolution and
is similar to such formations on wings. It also appears that the loca-
tion of such a-shock is a function of boattail convergence (as indi-
cated by the tests of references 12 and 20) and a function of Mach num-
ber (as indicatedby the present test and reference 5).

In addition to illustrating the flow phenomena discussed Previ-
ously, the velocity distributions indicate velocity profiles (and
similarly pressure profiles) over the nose at supersr5nicspeeds that,
because they are partially concave, appear incompatible with theoreti-
cal calculations. This incomparabilitymay perhaps be due to a
phenomenon noted in reference 18. In this reference mention is made of
a “hump” not predicted by theory which has been measured on vsrious
nose shapes (references 5, 15, 17, 21, and 22) and which appears to be
characteristic of slender bodies of revolution. The few pressures
measured on the nose of the present test vehicle could not be expected
to show such a hump in the distribution. However, the reflex in the
pressure- and velocity-distribution curves, which is characteristic of
the supersonic profiles in the present test, may well have been caused
by the attempt to fair a smooth line over a normally cumed distribu-
tion which included the hump just mentioned.

a

Drag
●

Figure n(a) is a plot of nose, boattail, and total pressure drag
against Mach number. This figure indicates that the forebody was con-
tributing a small.smount of thrust during most of the flight range.
Theoretical considerations indicate that such a condition is impossible
at supersonic speeds. It is felt that the present results are due
mainly to a small inaccuracy in the level of the pressure distributions
coupled with errors in the integration of the nose pressures due to
fairing of the pressure distributions. The accuracy of the quantities
is, however, good enough to indicate the relative proportion of the
nose and boattail pressure drags and to show this variation with Mach
number.

Figure n(b) presents the pressure-drag distribution at M = 1.4
calculated by the following formula with the use of the thre~ pr,essure
distributions: (a) the methodof characteristics, (b) Von Karman-Moore,
and (c) experimental.

.

am!mmENTIA&--
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The figure clearly shows that the major portion of the drag was
developed over the afterbody although some degree of error in the dis-
tribution is indicatedby the negative nose drag. As mentioned in the
section “Discussion of Accuracy” there possibly was a systematic error
in the level of the pressure data such that the pressure data, as pre-
sented, may be low over the entire body. Since such a shift would not
greatly affect the total pressure drag, the close agreement between the
total pressure drag from experiment and from the method of charac~r-
i.stiesmay not be as fortuitous as a comparison of the dzag distribu-
tion might indicate. Though the experimental pressure distribution
over the tail is different from that calculated by the Wthod of charac-
teristics, because of the presence of a shock and of fin interference,
it appears that differences of this nature may not be enough to affect
seriously the calculation of the pressure drag. The.po6sible shift in
level is in a direction such that, were it applied, the experimental
drags over both nose and boattail would approach that calculated by the -
method of characteristics,and it would cause a large-rdifference
between the experimental boattail drag and that calculated by the line-
arized method. The lack of agreement between the linearized calcula-
tions and the experimental pressure over the sfterbody fight be expected
from consideration of the large curvature of the body in this region.

Figure 11(c) presents, as a function of Mach number, the total
drag broken down into its various components: ,base, fin, pressure,
and friction drag. The breakdown is not intended to be rigorous,
because of the necessary roughness with which the various components
were calculated. However, the results are believed to show very welJ
the.relative variation of the components with Mach nuniberas well as
the mechanism of the drag rise. —.

The total drag shown is taken from the avefage curve for three
identical configurations (less pitot-static tube) reported in refer-
ence 1. This was necessary because the drag curve for the test model
was considerably higher than that obtained on the three previous models.
(See section “Discussionof Accuracy.”)

The base drag was calculated from the base-pressure measurements
by assuming that the measured pressure was acting over the whole base.
The isolated fin drag was measured in flight on a cylindrical body by
the use of the technique described in reference 3. The pressure drag
was obtained from integration of the pressure distributions over the
body.

Figure n(a) and (c) shows clearly that the abrupt transition to
high supersonic drag is primarily due to the increased suctions over
the afterbody. The manner in which the peak suction builds up and moves
rearward (the rearward movement also increasing the drag component) has

#

● ✍

✎✝
�

✎

.&

.:
b

..-

.?

—

been discussed in the section concerning the transonic pressure
distributions.

.
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The discontinuity in the pressure drag at M = 0.965 caused by a
fluctuation in the pressures over the boattail resembles dips noted in
the total-drag variation with Mach number of winged parabolic-arc bodies
(reference 23 and unpublished data). The dip does not appear in the
total-drag curve presented because the velocimeter radar with which the
drag was obtained is unable to record sudden variations in acceleration
(see reference 3); however, the longitudinal accelerometer in the
present model did indicate the presence of such a dip. Thus it would
appear that the drag breaks observed on the winged reference models are
also due to the fluctuations of the suction pressures over the boattail.
This fluctuation in suction pressures may be due (on he test configura-
tion) to the formation of.the shockwave on the afterbody.

The friction drag, shown as the difference between the total drag
and the sum of the component drags remains fairly constant thnughout
the Mach number range except during the drag rise, where, as mentioned
before, the values of total drag are the least reliable, because of the
inaccuracy of the velocimeter radar in measuring rapidly changing
accelerations. While the value of the friction drag coefficient is
about that predicted by the metlmd of reference 4 (Cf = 0.05), it is
obvious that its variation with Mach number does not correspond to the
theoretical estimates. It is felt that this
inaccuracies in the component hags.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A fin-stabilized body of revolution was

discrepancy is due to the

flight tested to obtain
the longitudinal pressure-distributions at Mach ~umbers from 0.6 to 1.9.
Pressures were obtained with and without a simulated wind-tunnel sting
attached to the base of the model.

A physical picture of the flow about the test configuration has
been deduced from consideration of the pressure and local velocity dis-
tributions with the assumption of negligible fin effect on the after-
body pressures. A brief sumnary of the flow picture follows.

As the body reached high subsonic Mach numbers, the flow attained
a local Mach number of 1.0 at a point on the body a bit behind the
msximum diameter. As the Mach number increased the region of local
supersonic flow spreads forward and resrward over the body. While the
transition between subsonic and supersonic flow occurred smoothly at
the fore edge of the supersonic “bubble,” the phenomenon at the rear
edge was quite complex. At a free-stream Mach number of about 0.94, a
normal shock formed in the region between the 91- and 95-percent sta-
tions coincident with a sudden decrease in the pressure coefficients at
all orifices downstream of the 91-percent station. With further

*
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increase in Mach
body by a fan of

NACA RM L51L03

number, the shock became oblique and attached to the
compressionwaves. This compression band moved rear-

ward over the boattail with increasing Mach number ~d at a Mach number
of 1.45 was located approximatelybetween the 97.5- and 99.6-perceni
stations. As the Mach number increased still further the shock may
have moved downstream and off the body entirely, but this could not be
absolutely determined from the present test d+ata.

It appears from the present and similar tests that the fomnation
of a shock on the afterbody during transonic hlachnumbers is a phenome-
non that is common-toall boattailed shapes. The locatlon of the shock
appears from the present test to be a function of Mach number and from
previous tests to be closely associated with the afterbody convergence.”

A comparison of the measured pressures with those calculated by .—

various theoretical methods permits the following observations to be
made: The occurrence of a shock on the afterbody, together with pos-
sible fin interference caused rather large ~ffeiences_-ovei the boat- ,’
tail between the experimental pressure coeff$,cientsand-those calcu- ,=..=,,

—

—

lated by both the method of characteristicsand linearized theory. The
total pressure drag calculated by the method ~f characteristics,how-
ever, agreed well with that obtained experimentally. Linearized theory
gave poor agreement,with the experimental prepsure drag at a Mach
number of 1.4.

The variation of the pressure coefficients with supersonicMach
nunbers was found to be best approximated by an empirical relationship.
Laitone*s method was found to give large errors at orifices measuring
high suctions. The variation of subsonic pr.%sure coefficientswith
Mach number agreed well with the method of Lees* -

Separation of the total drag into its tirious components showed
that the major portion of the drag at supersonic speeds came from the
high suctions over the boattail and that the drag rise was caused mainly

!

by the sudden increase in the suctions over this portion of the body. ‘“”“

The data obtained with and without a simulated wi;d-tunnel sting
attached to the base of the model indicate the following conclusions:
At supersonic speeds the sting had no appreciable effec”ton the pres- “-
sures over the body. The sting raised the pressure~ orithe base at
nearly all Mach numbers. This effect diminished with increasingMach
number.

The pressure midway between the fins was only slightly greater
than the pressure .adJacentI@ the fins at the 50-percent fin station.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory ,

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Va.

——
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